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ABSTRACT 

Fuzzing test is a very important method to detect software bugs, especially those will cause serious crashes. Usually, 

normal fuzzing tools needs to reach a high branch coverage as soon as possible. They need to find bugs that will be 

ignored in normal times. The current fuzzing test tools are KLEE and AFL they differ in principle and use. This paper 

finds that the difference between them. Klee can reach a higher branch coverage at shorter time than traditional fuzzing 

test tool AFL. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

AFL and KLEE are both very important tools for 

fuzzing tests. A fuzzing test is a very important way for 

programmers to find bugs. AFL and KLEE are both very 

useful and easy tools to use. This paper will introduce 

how to use AFL and KLEE. The differences of AFL and 

KLEE in use. And how they perform when they are test 

programs. In theory, KLEE uses symbolic execution to 

do a fuzzing test. The result will be a performance related 

to input f. AFL’s working process is rough as follows:1. 

From the source Code compilation program for staking, 

to record Code Coverage. We can stack source code on 

original code or machine code (using plugin). Test 

without original code will reduce the speed of testing2. 

Select some input files and add them to the input queue 

as the initial test set. The initial test set can be anything. I 

even use “Hello” as the initial test set.  3.Mutate the files 

in the queue according to certain policies. Most of the 

time the mutation is invalid. There are many tools to 

improve the probability of generating valid mutation, 

Witch means it can 4. If the coverage is updated after 

mutation, it will be retained and added to the queue;5. 

The above process will continue in a loop, during which 

the files that triggered the crash will be recorded. This 

paper will discuss the differences between KLEE and 

AFL from the principle and use.In order to find more 

efficient testing tool, I compared KLEE and AFL in their 

principles and in their use.[1-3] in this work.Using not 

appropriate fuzzing test tool in certain software may 

cause a large waste of time, Sometimes the difference in 

test times can be more than tenfold.[4]So it is very 

important to find the advantages and disadvantages of 

different testing tools.One way is to compare them in 

use.[5-6] 

2. PROGRAM BUGS 

Fuzzing test tools are usually used to find serious 

bugs in software. Some bugs may not be found for a long 

time after the software came out. Some bugs can even 

come out with very bad results. There are some events 

one of the most famous software bugs is millennium bug. 

Some serious bugs can’t be found when software is 

developed by programmers. Fuzzing test is one kind of 

method of software testing. Fuzzing test tools are usually 

used to test serious bugs.[7] 

3. AFL 

3.1. The Preparatory Work 

American Fuzzy Loop is a coverage-guided Fuzzy 

test tool developed by security researcher Micha? 

Zalewski (@lcamtuf), records the code Coverage of 

incoming samples by calling them. Thus, the input 

samples can be adjusted to improve the coverage rate and 

increase the probability of finding vulnerabilities.  

AFL can do fuzzing tests for some binary programs 

efficiently. But it needs to do Pile driving operation for 
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programs. So AFL is used to do fuzzing tests for 

programs with complete source code. 

 
Figure 1: Install AFL 

The process of using AFL to test a program: Go 

directly to the official website to download the zip 

package and unzip it. At first, I thought I need to change 

some code of AFL because it can’t be installed correctly, 

But a few days later I find that afl is already installed 

correctly. Enter AFL - at the terminal before TAB it will 

show the following tools, which means afl is already 

installed successfully. (Shown in figure 1) 

3.2 The testing work 

Now I use AFL to test a simple c program 

 
Figure 2: A simple c program 

At first, we need to compile the program. 

 
Figure 3: Compile the program 

Then I create two new folders fuzz_in and fuzz_out 

to store the input and output of AFL. I also need to create 

a test case file in fuzz in. Now we can start the fuzzing 

test. 

 
Figure 4: Start the test 

We will see the following interface (shown in figure 

2): 

Process timing shows how long the current AFL is 

running, and when the new execution path was last 

discovered. 

overall results include the total number of cycles run, 

the total number of paths, the number of crashes, and the 

number of timeouts. 

stage progress includes the fuzzing strategy being 

tested, progress, the total number of times the goal was 

executed, and how quickly the goal was executed 

Execution speeds can visually reflect the current 

speed of running, and if they are too slow, such as less 

than 500 times per second, the test time can be very long. 

(Figure 5 shows the operation interface of AFL.) 
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Fig.5: Operation interface of AFL 

4. KLEE BASED ON DOCKER 

4.1 The Introduction to Docker 

To use Klee, we need to install docker first. Docker 

can provide containers that allow users to run their 

programs or code inside the container. “Image” means 

“container” in docker. What happens inside the container 

will not make a difference to users’ computers. So, it’s 

very suitable for fuzzing tests. Compared with VMware, 

Docker is smaller and more convenient to use. It needs a 

relatively smaller memory. You can use docker to create 

images to test your software. When you finished testing, 

you just need to remove the image to save your memory. 

However, this also means that docker can’t block the 

software completely. In my experience, I will use docker 

to run KLEE. The operation interface of Docker is shown 

in figure6.[8] 

 
Fig.6: Operating interface of Docker 
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4.2. Introduction of KLEE 

Klee is a tool that interprets LLVM bitcode to 

implement symbol execution. It symbolizes memory by 

inserting a function call (klee_make_symbolic). The 

usage of symbolic memory is tracked and constraints on 

its use are collected. If there is other memory that uses 

the preceding symbol memory, that memory will also be 

symbolized. When confronted with a branch that uses 

symbolic memory, Klee splits the execution state in half 

to see which side of the branch can find a solution that 

satisfies the symbolic constraint. Klee uses STP to solve 

these symbolic constraints. 

4.3. The Process of Using KLEE 

After installing docker we use docker to download 

Klee (Operation is shown in figure7): 

 
Figure 7: Download KLEE in Docker 

We use docker to create an image at first. 

Create a temporary image (Operation is shown in 

figure8): 

 
Figure 8: Creation of temporary image 

Tape “exit” to exit the image (Operation is shown in 

figure9). 

 
Figure 9: Exit the temporary image 

Create a permanent image: 

After using “exit” to exit the image, we can delete it 

by input(Operation is shown in figure10):  

 
Figure 10: Delete the container 

4.4. the Testing Work 

After entering the image, we can start to test some 

codes. There are three examples inside my every image.  

At first, I can’t find the path of file accurately, so I went 

into the folders one by one. 

To test this function with Klee, we first need to set up 

the symbolic input, that is, to symbolize the input 

variables. We then set the main function, call the Klee-

make-symbolic function, and then use the symbolic input 

variable to call the function to be tested. 

To use Klee to test software, we need to compile 

programs into LLVM bitcode, which is one kind of 

instruction set. After that, we can run Klee to do a fuzzing 

test for programs. 

The total instructions may not be the same in different 

machines. It may also spend different time in different 

situations. (The results are shown in figure11) 

If we want to test our own software, we need to copy 

our file into the docker first. At first, I use “locate” to find 

the path of the target file. But this command usually finds 

too many folders with same name. The path is also not 

correct. So I use “pwd” to print the path, which is correct.  

Move file from host to container and remove it 

5. THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AFL AND 

KLEE 

AFL and KLEE are both very useful tools for fuzzing 

tests. AFL requires to Insert piles in the relevant code. If 

we want to stop fuzzing, we can push “control+c” to stop 

fuzzing. KLEE need to compile the program into an 

LLVM bitcode at first, then we need to use Klee to run 

the. bc file. Both Klee and AFL can set the time of 

fuzzing. Before we start fuzzing, we can set the total 

paths and maximum time. Using AFL and Klee we can 

get a very high coverage rate. to reach a very high 

coverage rate. Testing result is shown in figure11. 

 
Figure 11: Result of KLEE testing 
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6. CONCLUSION 

Both AFL and KLEE are fuzzing test tools. They 

differ in the way they operate. KLEE use symbolic 

execution. The result of the test is an expression with 

input f. Using this way KLEE can reach a high branch 

coverage in a very short time. But symbolic execution 

cannot deal with situations like some loop or recursion. f 

will enter a dead loop. So nowadays symbolic execution 

is always combined with seed input. [9-10] The AFL, 

however, uses seed input to generate input. AFL can 

hardly generate a valid seed input. So, it is very 

ineffective most of the time. Some people improve AFL 

by adding algorithms to generate valid seed input such as 

SFL. SFL can check the type of seed input and cut the 

input sequence into fields. So that it can generate valid 

input in a very short time. By using a gradient search 

algorithm, it can choose the right file to mutate. SFL can 

reach a high branch coverage faster than the traditional 

fuzzing test tool AFL [4]. Through comparing different 

testing tools, we can find what is the best tool for testing 

certain software.Hoping there will be more efficient 

fuzzing test tools or ways to combine different testing 

tools that can make more testing more efficiently. 
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